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ZEROS  OF  C(s) IN  THE  CRITICAL STRIP

ROBERT  SPIRA

Abstract. It is shown that the abscissa of convergence for the

Dirichlet series ( —1)*(1—21-s)t+1£(*l(.y) is zero, where £fs) is the

Riemann zeta function. This implies the existence of infinitely many

zeros of (,'(s) in the critical strip.

Let s=a+it. It is known that all nonreal zeros of £,{k)(s), the kth

derivative of the Riemann zeta function, lie in a vertical strip surrounding

the critical strip (Spira [1], [2]), and that Nk(T), the number of zeros of

tik)(s), 0</rs7, satisfies (Berndt [5])

(1) /V,(7)~(7/277)log7.

Bohr and Landau [6] showed that if a Dirichlet series converges for ff>0,

then N(ol, 7), the number of zeros for <7>a and O^t^T, is 0(7) for <x> f

This covers the case of Dirichlet ¿-series, and hence of L{k)(s, %). For

N(o, 7) for t,(s), Bohr and Landau applied their theorem to (1— 21~s)£,(s).

In the present paper, we show how the Bohr-Landau theorem can be

applied to ilk)(s), by considering the function (—l)k(l—21-s)k+1{,m(s) (a

method which is in the folklore). A consequence of this result by (1) is that

the critical strip contains infinitely many zeros of £'(/), ar*d indeed that

most of the zeros of £'(s) will lie in the strip (0, %+ô) for every <5>0. On

the Riemann hypothesis this will be true for every strip [|, % + ô) (Spira

[4]).

Theorem.    7/7e abscissa of convergence of

(-l)fc(l - 2l-s)k+1l,tk)(s)

is zero for k^.0.

Proof. For k = 0, the result is known. Integrating by parts, we have

J log* u du=uPk(log u) where Pk is a monic polynomial of degree k. Next,

an easy computation gives

2 log* n =   "log* u du + 0(logk x),       x ^ 1.
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Let(-l)*(l - 21-sf!14(*,(s) = Z^xann-S. Then

(y=the exact power of 2 dividing n). Thus,

h„=lr>)t-ir 2 U$
„=1 v=0  \      V      ! ná/V;2v|n \ ¿ I

= lik+i)(-2Y   2   flog«)*
v=0  \     ''      / m^NIV

=|('[ + 1)(-2)-{fp,(loe|)-i>.(0) + <X.og'«).

Now, 2v¿o (*íx)(-1 )v/\(log x-v log 2) is the (k+ l)th difference of a poly-

nomial in v of degree k, and so is 0. Hence,

% = 2a„ = 0(log*JV).
n=l

If 2 an converges, then the abscissa of convergence is 0 (Titchmarsh [7,

Chapter 9]) as the abscissa of absolute convergence is 1. If 2 an diverges,

then the abscissa of convergence is 2:0 and r^lim sup^^^ log |%|/log N^

lim supA^oo (log &+log log AQ/log N=0. So the abscissa of convergence is

0, proving the theorem.

From the results for k = \ of this paper, it appears highly unlikely that

one could show a small strip [\, \+à) free of zeros of l'(s), and thus show

the simplicity of the zeros by such a method.
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